
Naval surface combat
Engagement is allowed in 2nd Naval Phase only for 1/2 mp.
Phasing and Reacting may Engage; Only Reacting may disengage.
Engaging side chooses day or night action on engagement.
Phasing TFs may spend extra mps to make disengagement harder.
Each additional 5 mp spent gives -1 DRM to enemy disengagement roll.
Higher speed always disengages successfully.  Lower speed always fails.
Same speed needs 2D6 7+ to disengage, DRM for extra engagement mp.
+1 Disengage at night; disengagement costs 1/2 mp if successful.
Naval Bounce roll determines surprise and initiative.
Round 1 range in night actions is always range 2 (medium).
Round 1 range in day actions is 3 if either side has BB/BC present.
If no BB/BC present, day action round 1 range is 2.
Round 2 range is always 1 in night actions, 2 in day actions.
Round 3 and later, range is 1-2 according to player choices.
If players agree, the range becomes what they both chose.
Faster side gets choice; +50% armed numbers wins speed ties.
If speed and numbers both tied, range remains the same.
Gun range is printed on counter; only BB/BC have range 3.
Japanese CA/CL/DD, CW CL/DD, and US DD have torpedoes.
Allied torpedo range is 1, Japanese torpedo range is 2.
Torpedo attacks are 1 round except Japanese CL6-7 get 2.
Torpedo attacks are extra and use torpedo AF in damage step.
Non-init side puts up front ships at least matching init number.
Init side and presented ships may engage each other at will.
A surprised side may not fire at all Round 1.
Ships may combine AF but use lowest for damage table odds.
DD/DE/SC use 0.5xAF for damage table resolution.
BB/BC use 1.5xAF for damage table resolution at range 1-2.
Roll 2D6 for number of hits, each then uses AF/DF on damage table.
Other non-init ships must roll D6 <= speed to engage.
If surprised, non-init ships may only try from round 2 on.
Each round after the 2nd, either side may disengage.
Disengage is D6 <= speed, -1 DRM for night action.
May attempt disengagement as a body for +1 DRM.
Breakoff levels are 25% starting defense strength.
A side above breakoff must attempt disengagement.
If both sides are above breakoff, battle ends immediately.
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